Content standards 2 and maybe 4 seem most relevant to "civics." (See benchmarks for these content standards at graduation in 10.54.6023 and 6043 below.) For testing at grades 4, 8, and at graduation, there are levels of understanding for "novice" "nearing proficiency" "proficient" and "advanced". The link below to ARM 10.54.6096 delineates a "proficient" understanding of performance standards at graduation.

The other applicable rules start at ARM 10.54.6010 and go through 10.54.6098.

http://www.mtrules.org/gateway/Subchapterhome.asp?scn=10%2E54%2E60

Please note that these are Board of Public Education rules - although the OPI takes the lead on developing the rules for promulgation by the BPE, and administers the related programs.

http://www.mtrules.org/gateway/RuleNo.asp?RN=10%2E54%2E6096